Patent Pending

Service Advisor - Create a New Work Order
Note: Immediately upon creating a work order (when vehicle is in the shop and waiting to be
dispatched) or completing a sale, it is important that it is entered into QuickTrac. This allows
real time tracking.
1)

To open QuickTrac, double click on the QuickTrac icon. Or type in www.quicktracsw.com in the
web address field in your browser.

2)

Next, click on the LOGIN link from the menu.
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3)

Enter your shop’s USER NAME and PASSWORD and click on the OK button:
The shop user name and password is created during shop setup and is also sent in email for
reference to the person who signed up and registered for a QuickTrac account.

4)

You will see a page with all the Technicians. This is the Technicians Main Page.
To get to the SERVICE ADVISOR MAIN PAGE to create work orders, click on the LOGIN link at the top
of the page.
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5)

Enter your Service Advisor USER NAME and PASSWORD. (Technicians access is limited to the
Technician Productivity Page seen on page 2.) Once on the Service Advisor Main page you can
see all the Service Advisor and Technician bar graphs.

6)

Next, click in the SERVICE ADVISOR BAR GRAPH.
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7)

To CREATE A NEW WORK ORDER, enter a new work order number on the left hand side in the
SEARCH/NEW WO box. A work order can be 4 to 10 characters long.
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Note: QuickTrac Version 2.4 now has the ability to add “Notes” relevant to a particular work order.
Simply click on the folder icon next to the work order number at the top center of the page.
8a) The work order number entered appears at the top center of the page. Now, select the
appropriate AD CODE for your new work order by selecting it from the
AD CODE drop down box
(see below). AD CODES can be added or changed only when logged in as a Manager or Owner
under OPTIONS and then in AD CODES. Second, select the
SOLD BY name to select who sold
this work order so that they can get credit for that sale. Third, select the appropriate
CATEGORY, SOURCE, and BRAND which may fall under either customer pay, non-billable, *internal,
or *mfg warranty. (See the Work Codes user guide for more information on Categories,
Sources, and Brands.) Fourth, specify which technician should receive credit for the work being
recorded in the
TECH CREDITED drop down box (credit for the customer pay or the non-billable
work). Fifth, enter the estimated initial sold hours in the
SOLD HOURS box. And sixth, enter the
estimated initial sold dollars in the
SOLD DOLLARS box (non-discounted dollar amount which
includes parts, labor, tax, everything!). Click on the CREATE WO button to confirm the creation of
the work order. (Once you click on the CREATE WO button you can dispatch that time to the
technician/s. Dispatching Time explained on page 7)
Note: The AD CODE box by default displays "SELECT AD-CODE". This forces the SA to manually select
the AD CODE for each work order created. If the shop Manager/Owner prefers the default AD CODE to
be set to the most-frequently-used AD CODE then the Manager/Owner will need to change this through
via OPTIONS > SHOP > AD CODE DEFAULT. It is recommended to have the default AD CODE menu set to
“OFF” (unchecked).

* New shops are given four base categories: customer pay, non-billable, *internal, or *mfg warranty.
(*two of these categories are set to active for dealerships and inactive for independent shops.)
Independent shops can activate these categories as necessary. (See the Work Codes user guide for
more information on Categories, Sources, and Brands.)
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8b) If you do not dispatch the work order to a technician, the work order will display in the top
WORK ORDERS box under the wrench icon to remind the service advisor to dispatch work to a
technician when appropriate.

Note: The original work order entry cannot be edited by a Service Advisor. It is important to know
how many work orders start out at one price and later downsized or increased. This promotes
accuracy for REPORTS. Only a Manager/Owner login account has access to edit the original
entry in case of an error.
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8c) When you are ready to dispatch the work order to a technician, click on the
green collapsible
DISPATCH WORK BAR and then select a technician from the
SERVICE TECHNICIAN drop down box.
Then enter the dispatch work HOURS the technician will be spending on this work order. Click on
the
Dispatch Work button to confirm. If there are hours left to dispatch and you want to
dispatch work to another technician on the same work order, select the other technician from the
drop down menu and enter the dispatch hours for the other technician. Click on the DISPATCH
WORK button. Repeat this step until all sold hours have been dispatched.
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8d) If you want to enter new sold work on the same work order number after the Technician inspects
the vehicle, you will perform an UPSELL. Bring up the work order by selecting it from either the
WORK ORDERS box,
DISPATCHED WORK ORDERS box, or by typing it in the
SEARCH/NEW
WO: box on the left hand side. Once the work order appears in the center area, select the
person that sold the new work in the
SOLD BY drop down box. Then select
the CATEGORY,
SOURCE, and BRAND if any. Specify which technician should receive credit for the work being
recorded in the
TECH CREDITED drop down box (credit for the customer pay or the non-billable
work). Enter the amount of
SOLD HOURS and
SOLD DOLLARS (non-discounted price) for the
new sold work (include parts, labor, tax, everything!). Finally, enter any
DECLINED HOURS and
DECLINED DOLLAR amount for all estimated work that was presented to the customer but they
chose not to have done that same day. Now, click on the SAVE UPSELL box to confirm upsell.
Follow the steps described in 8c to dispatch.

Note: Work orders that appear in the
DISPATCHED W ORK ORDERS list box are listed in order by
their creation date. The most recently created work orders appear at the top of the box (NEW ).
To see the oldest created work orders at the top of the box select (OLD).
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DETAIL ICON in the
9) Place your mouse over the
dialogue box for the event of each
entry.

HISTORY BOX

to view a

detailed information

10) The
RETURN TO BAR GRAPH VIEW button at the top center of the page returns you to the
Technician bar graph display (See the Service Advisor Personal Page guide for more details on
the bar graph view.)
11) Repeat Step 7 to create a new work order.

Note: To enter a missed work order for a previous day, in case it was missed in the front-end process
by the Service Advisor, simply add it through the Verify module. Only a manager, owner, or
accountant has access to the Verify module. Please read the Verify document for more
details.
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